
          
         

         
         

At 18% compounded annualized interest. This only represents 
only about $3.5M of principal versus the Semas $10M of debt.



Mr. Proctor made certain to tell employees the
            Company had been mismanaged and self-dealing occurred.

This is a lie.  Other than Semas who hadn’t taken a paycheck in four years only one pay period missed.

Big Deal.  Wendi Semas put 2-months of employee health insurance on her credit card.

Attempt to smear, as though if the Company didn’t have service they would have owed payroll taxes.

            

              

Semas was owed $10M and Meiling $9M, $973K is a minor amount.

A few years earlier Semas negotiated a conversion of $22M in debt to straight equity,



Chapter 11?

Yes, as he proceeded to fire the entire senior staff most 
knowlegable with the business and industry.

Key:  ASSISTANCE OF MR. MEILING.  As though he knows anything about the business.



          
For good reason, after Madylon Meiling called his sister a thief.

         
  

The landlords negotiated with Jeff Mackinen to accept less than $300,000.

Yes, and over $22 million debt had already 
been been eliminated.



CPA was working with Management and would accept $100K

             Law Firm had been paid over $500K and agreed to settle balance for $50K

            Yes, the baseless SEC witch hunt launched by former MILLC employees and others?

              
             

In the big picture, these amounts are minor and all could have 
been settled in a Chapter 11 for $0.25 cents on the dollar.

  
         Out of $100 million of investment, 20-years of R&D, testing, specifications, 

marketing, branding and payroll for staff up to 38 -people - - Car allowances?



More like $9 million.

MILLC Member losses were passed through and written off each year. 

This is very typical for an R&D company in which testing/specs can take up to ten yeas.

             
        

A lie. Semas tooks a reduced salary for many years, and no salary 
for fours year, plus lent millions to the business.

Another lie.  Credit card expenses were 100% ligitimate and  receipts 
provided.  Mr. Semas latest 2010 Employment Agreement was never paid.

Another scam.  Many employees were given their computers, a  
value of $500.  This was about preventing a Semas from retaining 
MII records.



Both received a modest bonus in lieu of  
foregioing pay increases ffor many years

Not true.  Separate bank accounts.  Funds were never comingled 

Minor patent, which Semas voluntarily conveyed back to MILLC.

Fails to mention Meiling conned Semas into personally guaranteeing the loan.

           All documented. Paid Wendi for reimbursement of employee health insurance.



Who produced the positive aspects and put every contract, license and product in place?

Evidence will establish the Company was very near a break-even at time of sham asset sale.






